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much the same as existed in the army until recent years. At
the most, the only attempt of giving continuous treatment
.consists of giving mercury in some shape or form to be taken
for a given time. Experience teaches us that the medicine
ordered is in nine cases out of ten never taken with any rFgu-
larity, or that when it is it is taken only wben some acute sign
-of the disease appears. The consequence is that the patient,
never getting any continuous treatment, never gets rid of his
disease.
No wonder, then, that our lunatic asylums, etc., are fuller

than ever.
I feel certain that the subject requires to be taken up

seriously by the profession in England and the treatment of
syphilis put upon an organized and systematic ground.
Such a system is being carried out in Vienna with the best
results, the method adopted there being very similar to that
whichweuseinourarmy. IntheLancetofJulyI5th,19o5,itwas
Teported that in Paris notices have been postea up inlorming
the public of the place and time where they can receive treat.
mnent. If this be neceseary in Paris, which is so well pro-
tected by the State from syphilis, bow much more is it neces-
eary in London and our large cities in the United Kingdom?
To grapple with the treatment of syphilis among the civil

population of England ought to be the chief object of those
interested in that most burning question, the physical degene-
ration of our race.
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PRELIMINARY REMARKS.
THE kinetic energy ot a projectile is derived from the latent
-energy of an explosive within the chamber of a thermo-
dynamic machine called the rifle. The actual work capable
of being done by the modern small-calibre bullet upon the
animal economy is from I 8oo foot-pounds to 2,800 foot-pounds;
in other words, it averages about I foot-ton.
When the volitation, conformation, and structure of the pro-

jectile are favourable from the surgeon's point of view, only a
small fraction of this work is expended upon the tiesues;
from the big-game shooter's aspect these factors are only
favourable when the whole of the energy of the projectile Is
represented as work done upon the anatomical elements. A
knowledge of the remaining energies of the projectile is a
4ine qua non if we are to be able to predict the traumatic phe-
'nomena eventuating at varying ranges.

EXTERIOR BALLISTICS.
Owing to the resistance of the air, which varies directly as

the square of the velocity for low and high velocities, and as
the cube and sixth power for medium velocities, the energy
of the projectile diminishes rapidly. Air resistance depends
upon the density and the quantity and direction of motion of
the atmosphere; the shape, area, calibre, weight and velocity
of the projectile.
At low velocities. the displaced air closes in immediately

behind the base of the projectile and a whistling noise is
heard; at high velocities vaiua are formed behind the base,
and a detonating sound, owing to collision of the columns of
air, is heard.
A cap of condensed gas, ilo in. thick, covers the ogive of a

projectile in rapid motion through a gaseous medium. From

the shoulder of such a projectile straight lines diverge pos-
teriorly, symmetrically to the trajectory; secondary divergent
lines, forming somewbat more acute angles, proceed from the
basal cannelure, if there be one; the angles formed by these
lines with ttie trajectory diminish as velocity increases.
Minute rotating spherules of air showing vertical motion
line the path of the bullet.

ROTATION OF THE PROJECTILE ABOUT ITS LONG Axis.
The cylindro-conoidal projectile, revolving about its major

axis, advances through the resisting atmosphere with this
axis parallel to a tangent to the trajectory at the muzzle.
Hence, at long ranges, the projectile strikes a horizontal plane
"side on," at extreme ranges ",base on." Atmospheric resist-
ance being greater on the posterior than on the anterior half
of the longitudinal mid-section of the projectile, counteracts
to a slight extent this effort of the projectile to maintain its
long axis parallel to the line of departure.
The revolution-speed of the bullet does not decreaee so

rapidly as the speed of translation, hence rotary phenomena
are more marked at long ranges. In such cases the bullet
may enter the body, but fail to emerge, rotating rapidly
within the tissues until friction with them brings it to rest.
That rotation plays a by no means insignificant role in the
genesis of projectile traumatisms must be admitted when we
consider that the muzzle rotary-speed of the modem bullet is
from 2,OCO to 400oo revolutions per second.

PENETRATIVE ENERGY.
Two bullets of different calibres, but possessing equal

energies, do not transmit equal quantities of energy to equal
areas of impact, the larger experiences more difficulty in
perforation, it may even stop inside the body expending all
its energy, whilst the projectile of more reduced calibre, doing
less work upon the tissues, continues its couree.

TMPACT.
The energy of the bullet on impact with the body is

expended in deformation and heating of the tissues, in deform-
ation and heating of the bullet, in imparting motion to, or
modifyingor arresting the motion of the tissues, in modifying
or arresting the motion of the bullet.

CALEFACTION.
Heat phenomena, due to impact within the animal body,

are very slight. On the other hand, heating of the projectile
due to contact with enkindled gases, to friction with the
"lands" of the rifle or with the atmospbere or with the
ground during ricochet, is considerable, indeed quite sufficient
to effectually sterilize it.

DEFORMATION.
Deformation. which may be due to " stripping," ricochet,

or impact with resisting tissues, has the double effect of
enlarging the impact area and prolonging the projectile's
duration of action. Deformations may be classified as:

. Torsions.
2. Shears.
3. Laceratione.
4. Crushings-mushrooming.
q. Fragmentations.
6. Dislocations-partial or complete.
7. Bendings.

RECIPROCAL ACTION AND REACTION OF PROJECTILE AND
TISbUES.

In traversing the body the bullet acts upon tissues whose
force of cohesion uniting the integrant molecules varies
immensely, the more solid vigorously resisting disruption,
the more liquid, in virtue of the mobility of their molecules,
offering less opposition. Conversely, these different tissues
vary in their mode of reacting upon the projectile. This
mechanism of reciprocal aution between projectile and tissues
is merely one of force tranFmission, the work done by the
bullet upon the body being equal to the force of cohesion
which held together the now-displaced somatic molecules
plus the energy communicated to them, for not only does the
projectile destroy cohesion, it animates the dissociated par-
ticles, converting them into secondary projectiles.

DYNAMIC ACTION OF THE PROJECTILE.
When a bullet strikes a solid body, a series of molecular

shocks radiate con*-wise from the point of impact to the
molecules on the opposite side, these molecules swing back,
and in this way the whole series is set oscillating. If the
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shock of impact be intense, molt cules of the series farthest
from the point of impact part company and fly off, thus ex-
plaining the loss of oubstance which takes pl-ce around the
inner table around the orifice of entrance and in the outer
table around the orifice of emergence, in gunshot wounds of
the cranium.
When the tissue molecules offer great resistance to dis-

placement in the projectile's line of direction, they become
displaced laterally in the form of a concentric wave which
epreads excentrally, secondary waves following in its wake.
To these waves must be attributed the preeence of radiating
fractures in communication with a bullet aperture in osseous
tissue.

SECONDARY PROJECTILES.
In perforating the tissues, the projectile acts not only like

a hammer, driving particles in front of it, and like a wedge,
displacing them laterally, but like a gimlet, communicating a
part of its rotary motion to them and hurling them into the
surrounding tissues like drops of water off a mop. These
secondary projectiles, endowed with energy, cleave their way
through and act upon the tissues in precisely the same way
as the primary projectile; in this manner an organ may have
its cohesion so shattered as to be completely disintegrated.

HYDRAULIC ACTION OF THE PROJECTILE.
When a projectile penetrates a closed receptacle filled with

an incompressible fluid, it operates as the piston of a
hydraulic pump, raising the pressure throughout the whole
-of the contents. The only part of the human body in which
such action takes place is the cranium, though here the
.effects are masked by hydrc-dynamic phenomena. If hydraulic
action alone existed, an augmentation of capacity exactly
equal to the volume of the bullet would eventuate, whereas
this augmentation may be five hundred times the volume of
the bullet.

HYDRO-DYNAmIC ACTION OF THE PROJECTILE.
A vacuum is produced behind a high-velocity projectile in

-traversing be it a gaseous, a liquid, a plastic, or even a solid
nedium. Now, during the act of p#,rforating liquid or plastic
media it is to the generation of this vacuum that must be
attributed the apparent expansion of the whole liquid or semi-
liquid mass consequent upon the projectile's outward lateral
impulsions. As soon as the molecules thrust aside by the
advancing conoid have exhausted their energy they come to a
momentary rest and are then forced back, by atmospheric
preesure, into the path of the bullet, where collision with
returning molecules from the opposite side occasions a recoil
followed by fresh lateral expansions and the formation of a
secondary vacuum. Thus are determined a series of undula-
tory movements of decreasing intensity, until a state of
repose is reached.
Hydraulic pressure is exerted in equal intensity in all

directions, whereas hydro dynamic pressure is especially
aarked in the line of direction of the projectile. Hydro-
dynamic phenomena decrease with the range, owing to
diminution of energy imparted to the liquid molecules.
Eydraulic phenomena, on the other hand, are independent of
range, provided, of course, the bullet retains sufficient per-
Lorative energy to effect complete penetration.

EXPLOSIVE PHEINOMENA.
So-called "explosive" effects are due to sudden enlarge-

inent of the impact area resulting from a modification either
in the configuration or in the motion of the projectile. To
the various eccentricities of volitation, such, for instance, as
the "spinning-top," "hour glass," and "pirouetting" motions
of the projectile, must be attributed a considerable per-
.centage of those nondescript traumatisms hitherto dubbed

explosive."
CONTACT-TIME AND CONTACT-SURFACE.

The loss of energy on the part of the projectile in its
passage through the tissues is contingent upon two factors-
time of contact and surface of contact; the latter consists of:

I. Surface of impingement, or the area of the section of the
projectile parallel to the plane, or, if the objective possess a
-curved surface, the tangent-plane, struck.

2. The surface of friction, or the surface-area of the pro-
jectile less the surface-area of its base.
At short ranges the surface of impingement and the time of

contact are so small that the damage done to the tissues is
reduced to a minimum.
We must now consider the action of the projectile upon

particular regions of the body.

THE SKIN.
Surrounding the orifice of ingress, which is circular and

smaller in diameter than the projectile, is a whitish rim,
visible at the extreme brink of the little depression, and due
to the removal by friction of superficial layers of the epi-
dermis. From this orifice radiate minute fissures, and if the
introverted sectors: of which these fissures are the radii be
minutely examined, it will be found that their tips are
absent. The size of the entrance aperture increases with the
range and with the degree of laxity cf the epidermis.
Ecchymosis around the entrance aperture becomes more
marked with increase of range; at extreme ranges there may
be extensive bruising, but no solution of continuity of the
skin. The bullet track is usually the shortest distance
between the otifices of entrance and exit; its transverse
diameter is smaller than that of the projectile. The aperture
of egress is equal to, or maybe slightly exceeds, that of
ingress, its sectors are everted, and show no loes of substance,
except in the case of the highest velocities. The entrance
aperture is occasionally, the exit aperture frequently,
multiple.

THE BONES.
The "flat" and "square" bones and the extremities of

the larger " long " bones are neatly perforated; the diaphyses
may be tunnelled, but are more frequently fractured; in the
latter case minute comminution, together with dispersal of
numerous splinterettes to a considerable distance, occurs
when velocity is very high, when it is lower, the splinters are
larger, less numerous and closer to the fracture.
The age factor must not be lost sight of.
The amount of strees in the bone is of the utmost impor-

tance. Thus, in a soldier marching, onetibia maybe subjected
to a straining force of 150 to 250 lb., while the other tibia is in
an indifferent condition of stress. In the former instance,
much energy would be expended by the bullet, and conse-
quently much damage inflicted upon the bone; in the latter
case the bullet parts with but little energy, and perpetrates
less mischief in the bone.

THE C(RANIUM AND CONTENTS.
Many instances are on record of partial or complete recovery

after bullet perforations of both cerebral hemispheres. As
the projectile enters the cranial space, intracranial pressure
rises, and cerebro-spinal fluid and blood are expelled through
the various circumferential foramina. In gunshot wounds of
the head, brain matter may protrude not only from the egress
but also from the ingrees aperture.. I remember being much
impreseed by seeing a Highlander who had walked four miles
after the Magersfontein battle with cerebrum oozing from the
entrance and exit wounds in the head caused by a Mauser
bullet; I took the libprty to make inquiries concerning this
man some two months later, and was informed that he was
making splendid progress.
Want of time precludes me from quoting more than an

isolated example; the photographs (exhibited) will show
other and even more remarkable instances of recovery follow-
ing modern bullet injuries of the brain. Doubtless much of
the wonderful anabolic powers exhibited in these latter-day
bullet wounds is attributable to the ballistic qualities and
"humaneness" of the modern small bore projectile, never-
theless these marvellous recuperations would not have been
Bo much in evidence during the recent Anglo-Boer war were
it not for the extreme skill and untiring care displayed by our
army medical surgeons.
After the brief compression of the brain by the projectile

there is an increase of bulk due to oedema, which aggravates
the cerebral herniae through the bullet orifices. I have never
seen brain protruding through an orifice of ingress when death
was immediate.

Lateral pressures of the brain are liable to cause death
through a mechanical lesion of the respiratory centre, though
the heart continues to beat; hence in certain cases of gunshot
wounds of the head it is not impossible, at any rate the fact
is worth bearing in mind, that death may be averted by
timely artificial respiration.
The dense inelastic fibrous membranes of the brain play a

most important part in gunshQt injuries of the head. The
dura mata arrests much of the bone d6hris that would other-
wise be forced by the projectile into the brain, its process, the
tentorium cerebelli, shields the cerebellum from a large part
of the abock delivered to the cerebrum in bullet perforations
of that organ.
Fracture of the orbital plate accompanied by complete
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proptosis of the eyeball is not uncommon after bullet per-
forations of the frontal lobe.
Organs like the stomah, bladder, and intestines are

grievously injured, and their contents scattered far and wide
itffluid be present in any appreciable quantity; if empty, how-
ever, minute apertures are produced. which close immediately
after the passage of the bullet and heal by first intention,
thus preveating peritoneal infection. The possibility of more
than one coil of gut having been perforated must be borne in
mind in bullet lesions of the abdomen.

HEART.
Bullet perforations of the ventricular cavities of the heart

during a state of complete systole, artificially produced out-
side tne body, show small apertures of entranee and exit; on
the other hand, perforations of the ventricles during diastole
similarly produced are attended by a great display of energy,
as evidenced by extensive ruptures and lacerations of muscle
and valves.

Toxic EFFECTS OF THE PROJECTILE.
The lubricating paraffin with which some bullets are coated

acts chemically upon the copper in the sheathing to produce
a subacetate of copper. Now only the very smallest traces of
this "verdigris" could possibly get access to any bullet
wound, and it is not likely that any poisonous effects would
follow the application of so minute a quantity of this salt.
The brass,sheathed Remington bullet used by the Filipinos in
the American-Filipino campaign undoubtedly caused a higher
percentage of cases of tetanus amongst the American soldiers
than did the nickelled-steel sheathed Mauser bullets with
which the Filipinos were also armed. We think, however,
that the tetanus was due rather to the greater smashing and
lacerating effects of the clumsy 0.44 in. Remington bullet, as
compared with the 0.285 in. Mauser, than to any difference in
the composition of their respective sheaths. Bullets contain-
ing a high percentage of steel in their sheathing rust more
easily in wounds than do the cupro-nickelled sheathed pro-
jectiles. The power of the bullet at close ranges to " drag"
the wad separatina it from the explosive into the depths of
the tissues, and at medium and long ranges the liability of
the projectile to force in particles of clothing, are factors not
to be overlooked in connexion with deep suppurati-on of the
bullet track.

PAIN AND ANAESTHESIA.
Owing to the extremely short contact-time of the modern

projectile-about .-gD,U second-the paiD, which at first sight
we might expect to accompany, or rather follow, the actual
perforation, is often absent, and even so large a region as the
thorax may be completely perforated without the victim
being aware at the time of the fact. Local anaesthesia of the
bullet track, especially in the proximity of its entrance, is
another characteristic of wounds caused by the modern
bullet.

HAE1MORRHAGE.
External haemorrhage from the apertures is usually very

slight; severe internal haemorrhage, however, is not uncom-
mon, as the modern small-bore bullet bores through blood
vessels rather than push them aside or cut them completely
acros thus giving the inner and middle coats a chance to
curl up and the adventitious to contract over them, and so

block the lumen, as obtained with the larger, less energetic,
and more obtuse-headed bullets in former use.

CONCLUSION.
The limit of the small-calibre projectile has now been

reached-if, indeed, it has not been overstepped-in the case
of the 0.243 in. bullet; however, there is, we think, much to
be done in other ways without depreciating the ballistic value
of the bullet to render yet more humane the small-bore
cylindro-conoidal projectile.

ON THE FEEDING OF THE SOLDIER ON ACTIVE
SERVICE.

By Surgeon-Lieut.-Colonel G. S. ROBINSON, Scots Guards (R.P.)
THIS subject of the feeding of the soldier in the field is one
that muat interest equally those concerned for his efficiency
and for his comfort. The soldier who is well fed is not only
in better bodily health and better able to resist disease, but
he is mare cheerful in difficulties and therefore more equal to
any strain he may be called upon to endure. This probably
ajRplies more to the British soldier accustomed to his solid
madiday meal than to the Continental or Asiatic soldier.

Incidentally, however, I note that the Japanese authorities
have seen the necessity of augmenting the food of their men
whilst undergoing the hardships of active service.
The aubject may-be discussed under the following heads

(1) Food. (a) Cooking. (3) Serving. (4) Hospital diet.

I.Pood.
As to the food itself, the quantity laid down is ample,

and during the recent war it was generally of good quality.
Meat was, however, always killed shortly before issue, and I
used to endeavour to keep it twenty-four hours before tue.
If this can be managed it certainly makesit rather more,
tender. "Bully beef" is generally very good but does not.
lend itself to cooking. The i-lb. tin was always preferred>
being of handy size for the haversack, and having its owik
opener attached. Tinned brawn makes an agreeable variety
and contains more fat to help the biscuits down. The tinned
ration of Maconochie and others would appear an excellent,
means of varying the menu, containing as it does a largo pro-
portion of vegetable and broth. It did not, however, appear
popular with the men, who complained of its riehness.
Probably the seasoning is too high* for the unsophisticated
palate of the soldier. As regards the well-known "dog
biscuit," though excellent in quality and most sustaining, it;
seems somewhat unnecessarily hard. Occasionally other
brands were served out and formed a weleome variety. Bread
should, however, be issued whenever possible. It is such an

important article of diet that men miss it greatly and will do-
anything to obtain it. Other nations appear to attach more
importance to it than we do. During the Crimean war the
French always had bread, and I am told used to buy up the
old biscuits, make It into some kind of bread and sell back at,
a profit! A portable bakery should acoompany troops and be
made use of at every opportunity.
A great deal has been written on the subject of drinking

water, the difficulty being that men, when thirsty, will drink
the water most accessible, no matter what its quality. To my
mind, the first thing to be done is to let the soldier realize
that the constant drinking of tepid and dirty water is not.
only injurious, but fails to relieve thirst. He should under-
stand that an athlete, or a horse in training, would not be
allowed to drink continuously, and that the initial craving
can be controlled with a little resolution. That the men
towards the end of the war found this out for themselves was.

pointed out to me by the sergeant.major of my battalion, who-
said that the men seldom made use of their water-bottles when
on the march. The only real thirst I ever had was brought
on in this way when I was in the Soudan, and it gave me a.
lesson which I never forgot. Colonials, it is well known,
drink nothing but tea at meals, and it is owing to this, I
believe, that they owe their immunity from bowel complaints.
It would be interesting to know what the percentage of
sickness from dysentery and entoric amongst irregular corps
was, compared with regulars. Water-bottles should be filled
overnight with any weak tea remaining. One advantage of
tea in bottles that I have not seen alluded to is, that (iD
tropical climates) as the day gets warmer so does the tea; till
late in the afternoon it approximatts to the beverage so-
called!

2. Cookintg.
It is, however, to the cooking we must look to get the most

good out of the rations, which we have seen to be sufficient,
and to ensure that variety which appears to be essential to-
the well-being of man. Much is, doubtless, being done at,
Aldershot and elsewhere to promote good cooking at home,
and in times of peace; but on active service there is a.
lamentable monotony in the meals provided. The almost
universal practice consists of cUtting the meat into chunks,
filling the " dixie " with water and stewing the whole for two
hours. To this is added the dried vegetable ration, but this
latter seems peculiarly tasteless, and the men seldom use it if
left to themselves. Some more attractive preparation may be
forthcoming containing potato and onion, or possibly some
green stuff. Much may also be done by the addition of pea-
flour, curry-powder and dried peas and haricot beans. The
two last are much liked, but require soaking for several
hours.
- But no matter how excellent these stews may be, a roast or
baked alternative seems almost a necessity, and this seems at
present unattail2able. Various expedients were tried. A
sergeant told me that a party he was with got hold of a smal)
tin travellino trunk which they used to bury in sand, light a
fire under, and so convert into an oven. On a smaller scale I
have seen excellent cooking done between the lids of two
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"4dixies," and I would suggest that some arrangement, by
which these lids fitted together to form a small oven, would
be a good plan. But.a large p'ortable oven on wheels would,
there is no doubt, be a great boon, not only for obtaining
variety in cooking, but also for baking bread. One great ad-
ditional advantage would be that cooking could be started
beforre the unit reached its destination and so save much
-time.

In addition to the company cooks, moreover, I maintain
that a man is not a fully-trained soldier if he cannot himself
turn out something tasty in the way of a supper. This is a
matter to which I think more importance must be attached
during training, especially at manettvres. The soldier is too
much accustomed to come back to a " certain place " there to
find his dinner awaiting him. In the earlierpart of the war I
am certain that men on outpost or other daty, away from
their companies, were half starved by not knowing how to
cook their ration of meat and flour. Later on in the war I
often noticed cheery little supper parties of two or three men
gathered round a small cow-dung fire, on which were cooking
a small portion of meat and a dough-boy (or a damper). The
iast named, by the way, makes an excellent alternative to
biscuit, the fat in its composition taking the place of the
Enissing butter. The mere lighting of a small fire is an art
in itself to be cultivated, the natives always getting theirs lit
about twice as quickly as our men did.
On this subject a quartermaster-sergeant of Royal Artillery,

who was three years in South Africa, writes as follows:
I found as cooks we were absolutely of no use. Often in getting

over the country we could and did pick up growing vegetables which
when cooked in with the meat ration would have made excellent soup
;and stew. But wive seemed to depend too much on the one man who
was the regimental cook, whose qualification for that post was often
that he had bad feet for marching or was not too handy round a gun
and so was appointed cook. The meal (dinner) always consisted of the
"stewed type "-chunks of meat thrown in the oval 12-quart camp
kettle, immersed in water, and left to cook for two hours or so. When
:served up the very appearance of it proved sufficient, and even hungry
men would not eat it. I have seen whole kettles full which have never
*baen touched, the men preferring their biscuit and jam.
A man who could concoct a savoury meal out of the ration was rare

inleed, and all were anxious to secure him as messmate.
I have repeatedly seen, when trekking with the Bushmen and New

Zealanders, the remarkable way in which these men could prepare a
meal-that is, coffee or tea, with steak, chop, liver, etc.-and be
sitting down enjoying it whUst we were looking for wood or an axe to
-chop it with.
Had we been instructed how to cook and make simple dishes previous

'to the war and to look after Number One we should have been as capable
-as our colonial friends.
We seemed to get on better by messing in small batches, say, of four

-or eight men. Give these batches their own tea, coffee, sugar, meat,
etc., and let them cook for themselves. The men were far more con-
tented and better fed, and they appeared to enjoy the preparation of the
'meal. The fuel difficulty was overcome in this way too, as each batch
"'scouted" round for their own wood, instead of an irksome fatigue
Giavlng to be formed for wood cutting.

3. Serving.

Finally, we come to the right time for serving the different
meals, and this I considera matterof special importance. In
the brigade with which I served various methods were tried.
At first a halt of two hours was made (when feasible) at noon,
to enable the men to get their dinners. The unfortunate men
reclined for that period in the hot sun whilst the meal was
being hurriedly cooked. It was then hastily consumed, and
the march resumed immediately after, in the hottest part of
the day. One result of this delay was that the column
reached its destination two hours later than theyotherwise
would-perhaps after dark. Consequently, latterly this halt
was done away with, and dinners were started after arrival in
camp. This, however, made the meal very late, and the men
were often too tired to do justice to it. Some regiments used,
as an alternative, to cook the meat overnight, the men thus
having a cold meal every day.
The method I adopted in my small unit (a field hospital)

was to have tea immediately on arrival in camp. This took a
very short time to prepare. Owing to its stimulating effects
the men were speedily rested, and after cleaning themselves
set about their several duties (including the care of the sick
and wounded), whilst the cooks prepared the dinners. They
were then ready to enjoy their dinners in the cool of the
evening. Any meat that could be spared was put away in the
haversack for lunch next day.
With regard to breakfasts, I always had the fires lit by the

men on night duty, and the meal wis served half an hour

after reveill6. I invariably found that no good work could be
got out of the men until they had breakfasted.

4. Fiel(d Hospitals.
As regards dieting and cooking, my previous remarks apply

with equal or greater force. I think in all cases fresh meat
should be otbtainable for those sick who require it, on requisi-
tion by the medical officer. Special biscuit should also be
obtainable for men suffering from fever or bowel complaint,
as they are quite unable to make use of ration biscuit. Those
made from arrowroot or fine flour could often be used-or,
better still, some kind of rusk which would make into " bread
and milk." Rice, so easily prepared and digested, ought also
to be forthcoming. " Ideal " (an unsweetened form of tinned
milk) should be provided for those who cannot take the
sweeter forms of condensed milk. Unfortunately, it is rather
more bulky, owing to its being less condensed. For con-

valescents, tinned chicken and rabbitare the most appreciated
and most suitable diet. Tinned butter, I suppose, is a luxury,
but sick men expect to get something a little extra when in
hospital.
Small ovens are furnished to field hospitals. My great

difficulty, however, during the late war was in getting cooks.
A larger number of orderlies and other soldiers should be
specially trained as cooks. I do not think that during the
two and a half years my field ihospital was mobilized I
had more than one trained cook serving under me, though the
number of men (Volunteers, St. John Ambulance, Cape
Medical Staff Corps, and Imperial Hospital Corps) who passed
through my hands was a large one. There are, fortunately,
always to be found men who have a natural aptitude for
cooking, but that is not enough. A man need not necessarily
belong to the R.A.M.C. if he can be obtained from the troops
to which the hospital is attached.
This matter seems to have been taken in hand by the

authorities since the war, as a special section of the corps is
now made up of qualified cooks.

OBSERVATIONS.
In conclusion, I wish to state that the above notes and

suggestions are taken entirely from my own experience and
observations whilst on service. I mention this because I hc%ve
since read the official report on the medical arrangements In
the South African war, and I find, as of course I should expect,
that the experience of other medical officers ie the same as
my own. I hope, therefore, that the subject will be given
full consideration by those responsible for the training of the
soldier.
The Committee appointed by Surgeon-General Wilson to

report on these matters says:
It is considered very desirable that all soldiers should be systemati-

cally taught how to cook their rations in the field-especially men of
the Army Medical Service and the auxiliary medical services.
And farther on:
The Committee attach great importance to the careful instruction of

company cooks, and soldiers generally in camp cooking, and consider
that a good deal of bowel irritation is caused by half cooked or badly
cooked rations on service.
This last statement contains the gist of the whole matter,

and justifies me in bringing the subject before a meeting of
medical officers rather than of commanding officers. It seems
to me that the connexion between this "bowel irritation"
and camp diarrhoea, colitis, dysentery, enteric, and cholera is
a very close one; and if by careful training, cooking, and
dieting, the preliminary cause of this irritation be done away
with, the saving to the army and State will be considerable
and amply repay the trouble taken.

The PRESIDENT said the food of the soldier was an important
factor and was what he had to work upon. He was worry to
find that the soldier's rations had not improved since 1854,
especially in the matter of cooking. To give some variety, in
the Crimea they made use of an iron pot or gipsy kettle. He
described how, in the Crimea, the soldiers threaded small
pieces of meat on ramrods and toasted them over a fire. He

said that compressed vegetables and tinned meats were not
appreciated in the Crimea. The Japanese were teaching them
the value of wheat, peas, haricot beans, lentils, and white
hread. He emphasized the fact that it was white bread the
Japanese preferred, and not brown, because they believed the
latter was not so efficient as pure white bread for the purpose
of nutrition. Coffee was a good beverage to the soldier, and
the beans could be roasted in a frying-pan over a fire. Hle
thought that cocoa might be eerved out to soldiers, but did
not consider that tea was of much use.
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Fleet Surgeon J. J. JOHNSTON said, in reference to Colonel
Rcbinson's observations on the bad cooking experienced by
the troops on foreign service, he would suggest that if some
system were introduced into the army similar to that which
existed in the navy-namely, that in a mess every man had
to take his turn as " cook of the mess " in rotation-the result
would be that on active service every man would be able to
cook.

Fleet Surgeon E. J. BIDEN said the preparation and cooking
of the food issued was most important; the system in the
Royal Navy made each member of a mess take his turn as

cook of the mess. Boat craising had given men experience in
cooking without the usual utensils, and proved valuable on
campaigning. He thought the use of water should be more
under control; in Egypt he found the native custom of rinsing
thre mouth with water and swallowing only a small quantity
was one to be followed. The drinking of large quantities of
tepid water by stokers when steaming in the tropics caused
distension resulting in constipation and colic.

Colonel E. M. WILSoN referred to the arrangements that
were made for the teaching of cooking in the Royal Army
Medical Corps and auxiliary forces, and expressed a wish that
a larger number might be instructed in that most useful
service. He also thoroughly agreed with Colonel Robinson
in the absolute necessity of some kind of breakfast before
commencing the day's work, whether marching or fighting.
The principal meal should be in the evening, and Colonel
Wilson called to mind a most striking instance during the
Zalu war when an attempt was made to march immediately
after the mid-day meal under a hot South African sun. The
result was that very large numbers of men fell out, and the
march had to be abandoned.
SUrgeon Lieutenant-Colonel R. BRADSHAW SMITH said the

great importance of teaching men to do without water by their
officers was by example-the more they drank the more was
wanted. The smalle3t amount used the brighter and better
able to work the men would be.
Surgeon-Lieutenant-Colonel ROBINSON, in reply, said the

use and abuse of the water-bottle bhould be the special care of
the company officer. If the water-bottle were resorted to
early in the day, incurable thirst was the result; personally,
he never took fluid, except at meals, when on the march.
Compressed vegetable seemed of doubtful benefit as at
pre3ent issued. He was inclined to agree with those who
attributed undigested vegetable as a frequent cause of bowel
irritation and dysentery. Cooking instruction came under
two classes: (I) Trained cooks; (2) universal instruction in
extemporized cooking. The system in the navy of each man
taking his turn in the mess cooking was excellent under the
first heading, but the latter could only be dealt with by
serving out the rations to groups of men during manceavres
and seeing what they could do.

ON THE CARES OF "SOLDIERS' FEET.
By Majo: G. S. CdAWPOiD, R.A.M.C.

THE regulations for the army medical services state that one
of the principal points to be attended to in the examination
of recruits is to see that the feet and toes are well formed.
Having obtained the recruit up to the required standard, the
question arises how to look after his feet so that he may be
able to perform bis military duties, which in most branches
of the army involve long marches on foot.
The following points suggested themselves to me when on

duty in South Africa, and subsequently as medical officer in
charge of an infantry brigade at Aldershot:

Boots.
Boots should be carefully fitted indoors over thick socks.

The boots should be laced and the recruit directed to walk up
and down the room to see if the) are comfortable. The boot
should be sufficiently large to allow for the expansion of the
foot when hot after marching some distance. Soldiers should
never be allowed to wear boots with pointed toes. This
requires constant supervision, as most of them have an idea
that such boots are smart, and provide them from local boot-
makers. JBoots with broad toesshould beirsisted upon. The
heels should be broad and not too high. The soles should be
thick, but pliant. Hobnails in the solps are useful, as they
resist wear, and need not interlere with the pliancy of the
sole. The vamp should be pliant over the roots of the toes.
The boot should be roomy over the toes. The greater thick-
ness of the great toe and the varying thickness of the toes in J

different persons has to be considered. If necessary, the
boots should be blocked to fit the toes. Pressure on the toes
from too Bhort boots or boots with pointed toes must always
be prevented. The quarter or hinder portion of the boots
must not be too high or it will interfere with the action of the-
ankle-joint. The part covering the ankle-joint should be soft.
and pliant. The boots should fit comfortablyover the instep.
It properly-fitting boots cannot be obtained trom army stores,
specially-made boots should be provided. A large proportion
of the men who report sick with blistered feet state that the
fitting of boots is very often carried out in a most perfunctory
manner. The recruit should be instructed to wear new boots
about barracks for some time before going for a long march ji
them, and to keep them soft with frequent dabbing. After
getting wet, boots should be slowly dried away from the fireq
and then thoroughly rubbed with dubbing.

Socks.
Socks should be large enough to fit the feet comfortably

after being washed tbree times. If too large they will crease
and cause blistered feet, and if too small they will quickly
wear into holes. They should be made of wool and contain no
irritating dyes. The present regulation grey sock is excellent.
Socks should be kept in good repair and darning done evenly,
so as to avoid projections which are pressed upon by the
boots and cause blistered feet. Socks must be kept clean. A
dirty sock is hard, non-absorbent, and harbours germs. The
soldier should be provided with at least three pairs of socks, so8
as to enable him to have a dry, clean pair always ready
for use.

Cantvas Shoes.
Soldiers should.be encouraged to take off their boots and

put on canvas shoes after a long march. This enables them
to get their boots aired and dubbed, and cools and rests the
feet. The trouble of unpacking the kit and getting the shoes
out is amply repaid by the comfort of the change.

Feet.
As a general rule coldiers do not keep their feet nearly se-

clean as they ought. In modern barracks facilities are
afforded for ablution, and steps Bhould be taken to ensure that.
soldiers' feet are frequently thoroughly washed with soap and
water. If the feet are naturally tender they should be soaked
for a time in a solution of alum, salt, or saltpetre and water
the night before a march and zinc or boracic ointment
rubbed over them in the morning. In South Africa I found
that men could improve the condition of tender feet by
rubbing their rum ration over the tender part. Rubbing the
socks inside and outside with soap or boracic ointment is.
very useful.

Common Ailments.
Inflimmation and swelling. The common causes are:

Rubbing by a seam in the boots, a wrinkle or projection in
the sock, grit in the boots, and want of cleanliness. The
treatment Is to ascertain the cause and remove it. Soak the
feet in cold-water or alum, and see that the man wears clean
socks, and changes into canvas shoes alter marches.

Sweaty Feet.
Any tendency to sweaty feet must always be attended to;

such men should keep their feet scrupulously clean, and
should dust boracic anid or oxide of zinc inside their socks
every morning. Rubbing their feet with belladonna liniment
very often does good.

Blisters.
Caused by irritation from pressure. Treatment: Remove

the cause. I the condition is detected before the blister is
raised, get a piece of thick plaster larger than the irritated
surface, cut out of this a piece the size of the blister, and apply
the rim of the plaster left around the blister. Over this put
a larger square piece of plaster with the corners rounded off.
This will protect the part from pressure and remain on for
several days, even with frequent washing of the feet. Whenr
it comes off the part will generally be all right. The plaster
should be immersed in hot water before being applied. It
sticks better after this than after being warmed before the
fire or lamp. If the blister is raised, draw off the fluid as
follows: Insert a clean surgical needle into the sound skin
one-eighth of an inch beyond the edge of the blister and pass
it horizontally into the blister. Slightly raise, and the fluid
will drain out below the needle. When the fluid has
thoroughly drained away, flatten the skin down and apply a
pad and bandage.
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FIRST-AD TREATMENT OF FRACTURED THIGH.

Corn.

A hard corn ahould be carefally pared, and pressure removed
by providing roomy boots. Soldiers can pare their own corns

the feet are first soaked in warm water, but it is better to
have the operation done under the supervision of the medical
officer. Soft corns are generally situated between the toes,
and are best treated by wearing digitated socks, or by apply-
ing cotton-wool between the toes to absorb the perspiration,
and so convert them into hard corns, when they can be
'similarly treated. Inflamed corns are.best treated by removing
pressure and applying lead-and-opium lotion. When the
inflammation has subsided, they can be treated in the same
way as-hard corns. If proper attention is given to the fitting
and subsequent care of boots, corns ought not to be a source
-of much trouble.

Chilblains.
A common cause is sitting at the fire with cold wet socks or

'boots on. The men should be directed to remove wet socks;and boots at once on their return to barracks, and put on dry
-ones. If there is any tendency to chilblains, the affected
tparts should be gently rubbed wlth a stimulating liniment
and thick socks worn. If cold feet at night are complained
-of, nlghttsocks might be wcrn. Judicious exerclse in such is
tiearly always most beneficial.

Ingrowing Toenail.
The men should be taught to trim their nails properly. The

,nails should be cut square. Pressure from wearing boots with
marrow toes should be removed. Slight cases are cured by
%these measures, and by pressiDg a wick of cotton under the
free end and sides of the nail with a probe. Severe cases
,must bb sent to hospital for operative treatment.
The above simple rules, if carefully attended to, reduce

-very considerably the number of men rendered inefficient
-rom feet trouble. Officers, as a rule, pay too little attention
to their men's feet. The importance of the subject and the
,points to be specially attended to require to be constantly
brought to their notice.
Recruiting medical officers should not pass a recruit with

deformed feet or toes; men with slight deformities are liable
to repert sick when they have any irksome duty to perform,
and it occasionally happens that men with only a few months'
-service have to be invalided ag they are unable to perform
their duties owing to their suffering from flat-foot, hammer-
toe. bunion, etc. Such men ought never to have been
'enlisted. Fitting of boots and socks and the cleanliness of
the men's feet ought to receive much more attention from
-companyofficers and non-commissioned officers thanat present.
It is very remarkable how much attention is paid to the
-fitting and care of tunics, belts, etc., and the cutting of the
%men's hair, and how very little attention is devoted to the
fitting of boots and socks and the trimming of men's toe-
mails. To have a dirty rifle is considered a serious offence,
but to have dirty feet is not considered nearly so serious a
,matter.

I may say, however, that things are slowly improving in
-this direction, and that suggestions made by medical officers
are received most courteously, but the difficulty is to get
esmall, though important, details carried out.

This can onlyhe remedied by instructing officers and non-
-commissioned officers in all matters pertaining to the health of
,their men.

Captain PEAKE spoke of the importance of properly-fitting
boots, a question of great interest in Leicester. The chief
point to remember was that the inside edge of the boot muet
be parallel to " Meyer's line." Meyer's line was a line drawn
tbrough the great toe and through the centre of the ball of
the toe, and if extended backwards should pass through the
centre of the heel. That made a very ugly-shaped boat, but
it-could be made more symmetrical by adding on to the out-
side where the toes were not situated. Ingrowing toenail
was produced by pressure on the nail from above altering the
shape of the naiI and expanding it laterally. The shape of
the boot was of the utmost importance to the mobility of an
.army.

Surgeon-Captain J. ELSDALE MOLSON (2nd Volunteer
-Battalion Essex Regiment) drew attention to the fact that one
paper advised soaping of the feet and the inside of socks, while
the other said it was a mistake. One paper also advised oint-
ment, but the other paper said itwasdetrimental,andhewished
-to inquire what was the opinion of most of those present.

Colonel E. M. WILSON, in a few remarks. referred especially
to the necessity of more care and supervision being exercised
_. 5

by company officers and non-commissioned officers in the
fitting of boots and- preservation of cleanliness of feet. He
referred to the number of prizes given for musketry and other
exercises, and suggested that a prize might be devoted to that
subject, so that men should not -only learn to use their riffes
but also to walk upon their feet.

SUGGESTIONS FOR FIRST-AID TREATMENT OF
FRACTURED THIGH IN MILITARY OR

CIVIL PRACTICE.
By Lieutenant-Colonel J. J. DE ZOUCHE MARSHALL, V.D.,

Commanding East Burrey Bearer Company, R.A.M.C.Vols.
A DESIRE for the simplification of first-aid treatment of the
injured, whether in warfare or in civil life, is my excuse for
the following suggestions in connexion with fractured thigh.
The "rifle splint," providing as it does perfect counter-

extension, has been looked upon by all acquainted with it as
an ideal remedy in such cases, but I have learned from army
medical officers with large experience in the South African
war that it was very seldom used in that campaign, owing to
the terror produced in the minds of the unfortunate patients
at the mere idea of its complicated application in the hands
of imperfectly-trained men, of whom, unfortunately, hundreds
had to be employed there as stretcher bearers. From what I
know of the splendid training of the N.C.O.'s and men of the
R.A.M.C., I have no doubt that a squad of them could with
ease and expedition apply a rifle splint with a minimum of
suffering to a patient. but how often did it happen that a
R.A.M.O. squad could be kept tog-ther in South Africa?
Instead, it was doubtless necessary to place 'one R.A.M.C.
"trained" man in charge of three others of "all-sorts " to
make up Equads, and Tommy Atkins is just the man to
diagnoseat a glance whether such bearers were up to their
work or not. Hence the yells and screams that dismissed the
"rifle splint," and compelled the transport of these cases
from the field on a stretcher with little more " dressing"
than a bandage or two around the stretcher'to steady the body
on it.

If this is the case with one well-trained and three partially-
trained men, it is awful to contemplate the effects of the
efforts of one partially-trained civil ambulance man and three
totally untrained men to apply a " broom-handle" and other
splints, with about seven bandages, to a case of fractured
thigh occurring in one of our streets or.factories, and their
unrehearsed struggles to get their patient on to a stretcher.
For this is the most that civil ambulance teachers can hope
for-namely, that one of their certificated pupils may bappen
to be on the scene of such an accident, and that said pupil
may be able to direct the movements of a few untaught men
from the crowd.

It stands to reason that in either case, military or civil, the
treatment taught and practised should bs of the simplest
nature consistent with efficiency. The treatment in vogue of
securing a long splint with several bandages involves so many
liftings of the body and limb that the process, undertaken by
amateurs, must be attended by much Buffering, for, though a
gentle method of introducing bandages beneath the body and
limb is sometimes taught, it is'seldom put into practice even
at civil ambulance examinations, and would doubtless be
forgotten altogether in the flurry of an actual accident.
Then why not seek an effective treatment not involving all

this tying of bandages around the body and limb?
When I heard of the South Africani experience against the

"rifle splint" I set myself to think out a substitute, and some
substitute is now more necessary than ever, for the new rifle,
shortened by 5 in., would be less suitable for a "rifle splint"
than the old one.

I came to the conclusion that the "taut" canvas of the
open or "prepared" stretcher might be utilized as a long
counter-extension splint, and the patient's body and limb
secured to it by means of ordinary strips of roller bandage
applied through brass-rimmed eyelets in suitable positions.
The most important of these eyelets was to be one in the

exact centre of the canvas, through which and two others
corresponding to abo'ut the crests of the ilium a perinei l
bandage could be applied to fix the pelvis. I at first thought
of further eyelets about the knee and ankle, but abandoned
them in favour of securing the drawn-down foot by means
of a bandage paissed round the lower edge of the canvas,
behind the centre joint of the " traverse." I have since,
however, abandoned all structural interference with the
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stretcher, and rely for fixing the pelvis on a roller perineal
bandage attached to the upper handles, and for counter-
extension on bandages fixed to the patient's foot and lower
handles, as will be easily understood by reference to the.
drawing. I would suggest the following detail:

L

1'

1!
ri

i'

li

tig. x.-View of perforated stretcher. Scale z in. to a foot. In the
drawing the foot is attached by one long double-headed roller to
the lower handles.

The stretcher squad approaches the patient, halts, and
lowers stretcher in the usual way. Nos. I and 3 prepare
stretcher, while NOs. 2 and 4 attend to the patient and care-
fullt straighten out the injured limb, No. 2 making steady
traction on the foot, of which he remains in charge. No, 4

binds the injured limb to the sound one at the knees and
ankles. Nos. I, 3, and 4 now take from the surgical haver-
sack and prepare: - m

(a) A six yards ordinary 3-in. calico roller bandage; unroli
and double it upon itself; with the loop thus formed makea'

Fig. 2.-Method of providing counter-extension in the "first-aid"'
treatment of fracture of thi h-bone. In the drawing one tail of
the long bandage is carried under the right side and over the
left, the other tail over the right and under the left side. This
would involve more handling the patient with no corresponding
advantage. The final knot inside the lower left handle is omitted.

noose, to be slipped over and tightened on the upper right
handle, 2 in. from the canvas. Lay the two tails together

a
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,diagonally,across the stretcher, tying the ends loosely round,
the lower left handle.

(b) Three yards of similar bandage; double and noose

the lower right handle, 2 in. from the canvas; carry

ends in opposite directions round the other (lower left):

badle, 2 in. from the canvas; make a half-knot, draw tightly;'n
take a turn with each end, knot off inside the handle, -and

tnclude both tails of the bandage in a final knot to tighten

Ahe whle.
{(c)-A two yards similar bandage; umroll half and re-roll as a

"dou*l-headed" bandage, and place in NO. 3's pocket

hwmihn each of the foot of the stretcher.

The patient is now loaded on to the stretcher by the

bwer in the usual manner. No. Itakes charge of keeps

-up steady traction on the foot of the injured limb; both legs

are unbound, the sound one being drawn aside. A large

-of grass or hay is folded square in a triangular bandage

placed on the perineum, the lower tails of the long

'released from the lower left handle, their centres spread

over the perineal pad, and the ends brought up over

.patient's left abdomen and chest to the upper left handle,

where, after a couple of turns, they are knotted off. Anotber

bearer (No. 4 for the -right thigb, No. 2 for the left)
,take charge of the brokenlimb, firmly grasping the

both hands and maintaining downward traction while I

applies the double-headed roller to the foot, placing ceptre

of the bandage above and in fTont of the ankle,

ends behind, carries them again in front, crosses

instep, and knots off under the sole. Theends are

in opposite directions around the centre of the transverse

bandage already fixed between the two lower handles

,knotted off when the length of the injuredlimb, as

,with the sound!one, has been ascertained.

In the absence of a long roller bandage the pelvis

,easily fixed by a puttie or by a triangular bandage

eoUple of pieces of strong cord, thus: Open out a triangular

bandage and lay it on a clean piece of ground; spread

layerof grass, about a foot wide from the point

*of the lower border, roll down the point to the latter, tie

a knot on each end. This perineal bandage is

4ft. of which is well padded in the middle. Take two

of stout cord each 2 yards long, double and noose their

ever each knot on the ends of the bandage.

eould be attached to the upper righthandle and laid diagonally

on -the stretcher, before the loading of the patient,

,asme way as the long roller bandage, or, if the knot

clear of the right shoulder, a narrow-fold triangular

should be substituted for the double cord on that

se-ured to the perineal bandage by two safety-pins.

If further support at the seat of fracture is

sary, a few short leg splints could easily be applied

femur in the usual way, after which the sound

brought alongside its fellow, and both bound together

knees and feet.
If necessary to remove the perineal pad, the

'tion could be sufficiently maintained for the time

the centre of a 4-yard double-headed wide roller on

of the upper chest, passing the ends under the armpits, cross-sng behind the shoulders and knotting off round

handles. This method could be adopted in civil

te case of a female patient. In the absence of a stretcher, I

think the best way of securing counter-extension
gested by the BRITISH MEDICAL JOURNAL of

828tJ,1899, namely: Having gently straightened

broken limb, place an assistant in charge of i-ts

he is directed to make steady traction. Place

narrow-Sold triangular bandage on the front

thigh just above the knee, cr0s8 the ends behind,

knot off in front. Apply a similar bandage in

just below the knee on the sound side, and, seeing

limb is well drawn down, knot the four ends

tightly together, finally binding the two ankles together.

For this stretcher firstraid treatment of

claim:

. That itca n be carried out expeditiously and
2. That it places the limb in the best position

with haemorrhage in a compound fracture, and

3. For subsequent permanent treatment in

4. That it reduces to a minimum the suffering

during transport caused by sharp spiculae of injuring
nerves and blood vessels.

S. That, by fixing the patient on the stretcher,

him to be carried up or downsteep hills, and

the risk of his being thrown off in case either

should stumble while carrying him " shoulder high "-a pro-
ceeding in much favour with eminent cmilitary surgeons,
notwithstanding the warnings against it in textbooks.
While on the subject of stretchers it may not be out ef

place to entera protest against the contiuuanceof the present
detached stretcher-pillow, which is never by any chance at
hand when wanted, because itis too bulky to be taken about
with the stretcher. The simple pocket-pillow, an;oblng fold
of canvas, stitched down on three sides at one end of the
stretcher, and capable of being stuffed with grass when
required, is far the most useful pillow, is never absent, and
does not interfere with the neat closing of the stretcher. If I
could only obtain permission I would willingly pay the
expense of converting my ten stretcher pillow-cases into te
pocket- pillows, andreturn the horsehair to Woolwich.
Of course, the treatment suggested in my main propoiti

requires a stretcher, which would be easily obtained in
military practice, but not so in civil life. Eoever wh
the recent very practical proposition of the Londondomy
Council to make their fire brigade stations also amt,ulauce
stations the stretcher difficulty and even the whe6led
ambulance difficulty will disappear. London iremen, being
entirely recruied from the Royal Navy,ought to be easily
converted into really first-class ambulance men-to judge by
my experience of the numerous coastguards it was my
privilege to instruct at Hastings, whose lapplication and
intelligence, backed up by their proverbial ' handiness," were
above all praise. With a highly-trained ex-non-com -

sioned officer or private of the Royal Army Medical Corpsin
charge of each of such ambulance stations an enormousstep
would be taken to secure the safety of the inhabitants of 'theD
metropolis, and one which other large cities and towns would
be sure to copy.

Surgeon-Captain J. ELSDALE MOLSoN drew attention to the
useful work done by ambulance dogs in warfare, to which
Major Richardson had devoted so much attention,he had
trained dogs so successfully.

DYSENTERY AND ITS TRE&TMENT ON ACUTIVEN
SERVICE.

IN the discussion on dysentery and its treatment on acAym
service, introduced by the papers of Dr. lewellyn Jenkins
and Major Faichnie, publishedin the BuiTwrs MEDIOAr,
JOURNAL of August 12th,P. 323 et seq., the following remarks
by Surgeon-Major G. A. Hutton were accidentally ominted:
Surgeon-MajorG. A. HUTTON said hehad lis-tened to 'the

two papers readwith much interest. With reference to the
preventive m:leans for dysentery on active service, ther-ule
laid down by theauthors of the papers were sound enough,
but he would warm especially young medical officers, they
must not expect too much in war times. The first duty of
the army, and the generals commanding, was to beat the
enemy, and measures recommended by the army doctors, that
mi-ght be carried out with precision in qutet times and
peaceful manceuvres, might be quite inadmissible when- an
army had to press forward and give battle. He wa desirous
of mentioning this, as medical officers were apt to be blmed
for circumstances quite beyond their control on critibalcea-
sions in war times. He had no doubt, with proper tact and
commonsense, the medical element and the comstant woild
work together harmoniously. He had generallyin his own
case found it so, and he thought the army medical offlier of
the present daywas well capable of holding his own. With
reference to ipecacuanha in large doses in thetreatment of
dysentery, this plan, he thought, was introduced nearly fifty
years ago into Ceylon by an army surgeon, Dr. Docker, sand
with most beneficial results. As Colonel Wilson was present
he might possibly be able to tell them if any records of this
treatment at that time existed in the London office of the
Royal Army Medical Corps.

BEQUESTS TO MEDICAL CHARITIES -The late Colonhi Joha
Kenelm Digby Wingfield-Digby, of Sherborne astle, whoea
will has now been proved, left C500 to the Yeatman Hospitl,
Sherborne.
ANTIALCOHOL CONGRESS IN BELGlIUM.-& National AntI-

alcohol Congress will be held at Li6je on August 24tb, 25th,and 26th. Discussion is to be free but "opinions and ten-
dencies interested in the production and eale of alcuholie
drinks" will not be admitted.


